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Welcome to BioNews 

BioNews is a monthly 

newsletter by the Dutch 

Caribbean Nature Alliance 

(DCNA), focusing on 

biodiversity-related research 

and monitoring on and 

around the six islands of the 

Dutch Caribbean. BioNews 

provides an update on 

the ongoing research and 

monitoring eff orts currently 

underway on our islands 

as well as an overview 

of important events and 

meetings coming up in the 

near future.

For any questions or 

feedback, or if you would 

like to make a contribution, 

please contact us at 

research@DCNAnature.org
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Bringing you the latest in research and monitoring 

news from the Dutch CaribbeanBioNews

This month’s issue focuses on the development 
of the Dutch Caribbean Biodiversity Database, 
which addresses one of the biggest gaps for 
nature conservation on our islands – lack of 
access to relevant and reliable biodiversity 
information. The database, which was recently 
relaunched at www.dcbd.nl is the central 
repository for all biodiversity-related research 

Editor’s Notes

Mangrove Management for Conservation
of the Queen Conch 
by Sabine Engel

and monitoring data, maps and literature for the 
six islands. 

Also profi led in this edition of BioNews is 
the Maritime Incident Response Workshop 
organised by Rijkswaterstaat on St. Maarten and 
various aspects of the Conch Restoration project 
in Lac, Bonaire.

Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance
Safeguarding nature in the Dutch Caribbean

continue on page 2  >>

The Conch Restoration Project in Lac Bay, Bo-
naire, was part of a three-year, IUCN awarded 
initiative funded by the Dutch Postcode Lot-
tery, called “What if We Change”, which aimed 
to demonstrate ecosystem restoration in ac-
tion around the world. Now at an end, the 
project produced a ton of data and many new 
insights into the species, its behaviour and 
habitat. The intention was to allow Bonairean 
fi shermen to become the custodians of their 
own fi shing resources and to improve the 
ecosystem throughout the bay. 

The focus of the project has been on the spe-
cies itself, the Queen Conch (Lobatus gigas) and 
its primary habitat, the seagrass beds. However, 
soon after the start of the project, the research-
ers started to comprehend that the surrounding 
mangrove forest also plays a very important role. 
Mangrove forests are a dynamic ecosystem in 
the coastal zone, with a distinct zonation in spe-
cies ranging from Red Mangroves (Rhizophora 
mangle) near the low tide line to Black Mangrove 

(Avicennia germinans), White Mangrove (Lagun-
cularia racemosa) and Buttonwood (Conococar-
pus erectus) more inland. 

Land reclamation by growing mangrove for-
ests and die-off  of mangroves further inland at 
Lac Bay are natural phenomena. Yet, the rate at 
which this is happening on Bonaire, is excep-
tionally high. In just over 35 years, 81 hectares of 
what used to be open bay, has now become new 

Fieldwork in the mangroves of Lac, Bonaire.
Photo credit: Tatiana Lodder
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mangrove forest, while at the same time, further 
inland, almost the same amount was lost (82 
hectares). Overall, the mangrove forest seems to 
be moving towards the sea and since the cen-
tral bay of Lac together with the semi-enclosed 
ponds only cover a little over 400 hectares, the 
consequence at Lac Bay is that this movement 
will be at the expense of the seagrass beds, 
which is critical habitat for conch. 

There are several processes influencing growth 
and die-off of mangroves, such as salinification, 
inundation, sedimentation and eutrophication. 
In order to find out which processes are the main 
drivers in Lac Bay, student researchers Iris Vreug-
denhil and Tatiana Lodder of the Wageningen 
University have done fieldwork in Lac Bay from 
October 2012 to January 2013. Presently, the col-
lected data are being analysed and their thesis 
reports are being finalised.

The research focused on the effect of increased 
salinity, anaerobic conditions and nitrogen and 
phosphorus concentrations on the two most 
important mangrove species, R. mangle and A. 
germinans. Since April 2010, tidal gauges have 
been installed in and around Lac to study the 

hydrological conditions. Additional dataloggers 
have been installed, and at most of these sta-
tions time series for salinity and dissolved oxy-
gen have been collected. The locations for these 
dataloggers have been chosen based on the 
IMARES study by Davaasuren and Meesters in 
2012 on mangroves using satellite imagery and 
accessibility of the area. The time series, togeth-
er with soil physical data and mangrove vegeta-
tion data, will be used to model the growth of 
the species. 

Additionally, niche differentiation of the four 
mangrove species under abiotic influences has 
been studied. The project focused on the effects 
of inundation time, salinity and nutrient resourc-
es on the growth of the four mangrove species 
occurring at Lac. Three types of forest have been 
studied: R. mangel forest, A. germinans, and a 
mixed plot of A. germinans, L. racemosa and C. 
erectus. Nutrients (N/P/K) of soil and leaves have 
been measured and other growth and vegeta-
tion characteristics have been studied, such as 
leaf mass per area (LMA) and leaf area index 
(LAI). The findings of both projects will be pub-
lished in two reports in the near future.
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Mangrove Management for Conservation of the Queen Conch

Research area for mangrove restoration
Photo credit: Tatiana Lodder
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Below you will fi nd an overview of the monitoring programmes that took place on the islands in June 2013. 

Each edition will focus on monitoring programmes for which fi eldwork took place in the previous month. 

Please check our website for a complete overview of all long-term monitoring programmes that are in place 

in the  Dutch Caribbean: www.dcnanature.org/resources/research-monitoring

Category Subject Islands Organisation: Lead Scientist

Mammals Marine mammal sightings
SAB, 
EUX, 
SXM

SCF: Kai Wulf
STENAPA: Steve Piontek
Nature Foundation: Tadzio Bervoets

Mammals Bat population ARU,
BON

FPNA: Indra Zaandam
STINAPA Bonaire: Fernando Simal
Jafet Nassar

Birds Terrestrial bird EUX STENAPA: Hannah Madden

Birds Flamingo abundance monitoring (monthly counts) BON DRO: Frank van Slobbe
STINAPA Bonaire: Fernando Simal

Birds Red-billed Tropicbird abundance and breeding success EUX STENAPA: Hannah Madden

Reptiles

Sea turtle monitoring:
- foraging grounds monitoring
- in-water surveys
- capture-mark-recapture programme
- Hawksbill project Lac
- monitoring programme Lagoen

BON STCB: Mabel Nava 

Reptiles Sea turtle nesting and beach patrol

ARU, 
BON, 
EUX, 
SXM

Turtugaruba: E. & R. van der Wal
STCB: Mabel Nava
STENAPA: Jessica Berkel
Nature Foundation: Tadzio Bervoets

Reptiles Sea turtle sightings
BON, 
EUX, 
SXM

STCB: Mabel Nava
STENAPA: Jessica Berkel
Nature Foundation: Tadzio Bervoets

Fish Fisheries landings SAB, 
EUX

SCF: Brooke Rodgers
LVV: Erik Boman (St. Eustatius)
IMARES: Martin de Graaf

Fish Shark tagging and migration SXM Nature Foundation: Tadzio Bervoets

Fish Fish surveys using stereo baited remote video SAB,
EUX

IMARES: M. Graaf & D. Debrot
WUR: Jelmer Pander (Saba)
WUR: Tiedo van Kuijk (St. Eustatius)

Mollusks Queen Conch population study (Capture-Mark-Recapture) in Lac Bay BON Sabine Engel
STINAPA Bonaire: Ramon de Leon

Mollusks Queen conch monitoring Saba Bank (reproduction, distribution & 
abundance) SAB IMARES: Martin de Graaf

WUR: Sanne Koenen

Crustaceans Spiny Lobster monitoring (reproduction, distribution & abundance) EUX IMARES: Martin de Graaf
WUR: Suzanne Poiesz

Plants Ongoing study of Flora of Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao
ARU, 
BON, 
CUR

Naturalis/WUR: André van Proosdij

Invasives Invasive seagrass BON STINAPA Bonaire: Sabine Engel

Invasives Lionfi sh abundance 

ARU, 
BON, 
CUR, 
EUX, 
SAB,
SXM

STINAPA Bonaire: Ramon de Leon
CARMABI: Mark Vermeij
STENAPA: Anna Maitz
SCF: Brooke Rogers
Nature Foundation: Tadzio Bervoets

Environmental Water quality testing in Simpson Bay Lagoon and Great Bay SXM Nature Foundation: Tadzio Bervoets
with SLAC

Human impact Diver visitation 

BON, 
SAB, 
EUX, 
SXM

STINAPA Bonaire: Ramon de Leon
SCF: Kai Wulf
STENAPA: Anna Maitz
Nature Foundation: Tadzio Bervoets

Don’t see your monitoring programme on this list?  Email us: research@DCNAnature.org

Monitoring Overview
If you have research or 

monitoring data, the DCNA 

Secretariat can help you 

get it housed in the Dutch 

Caribbean Biodiversity 

Database (DCBD) and will 

work with you to develop a 

user-friendly process for data 

input as well as well as the 

production of any statistics, 

graphics, maps or reports you 

might need.
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Having immersed themselves fi rst-hand in the 
nature and conservation work on the islands, the 
Alterra team now has a clear idea of the biodiver-
sity monitoring eff orts underway on each island 
and how to design data entry forms and other 
system specifi cations best suitable for those 
monitoring programmes. This newfound ener-
gy and inspiration is helping in the next phase 
of development, where Alterra and DCNA are 
working together whereby Alterra is responsible 
for the technical development of the database 
and DCNA for the content management.

Not only did the trip allow the database develop-
ers an ‘inside look’ to conservation on the islands, 
but it also provided the opportunity for broader 
discussions about data security, storage, man-
agement and analysis. The DCBD should maxi-
mise the usefulness of the data being collected 
by the parks and conservation organisations. No 
longer will a park manager have to worry about 
losing data because of a computer crash, or 
spending countless hours correcting errors and 
typos from hurried data entry. Data input will be 
standardised and streamlined, security features 
will safely back up data, and dynamic analysis 
will allow for ‘live’ reporting. 

On St. Maarten, the team spent most of their 
time working with Tadzio Bervoets, Park Man-
ager at the St. Maarten Nature Foundation. The 
Nature Foundation leads eff orts to monitor the 
status of important species on St. Maarten such 
as Brown Pelicans, marine mammals and sea 
turtles, but also ecosystem health indicators 
such as water quality. Representatives from the 
St. Maarten Department of Statistics, Maurette 
Antersijn, Jaghaira Lioe-a-tjam and Shandrika 
Arrindell, and from the Department of Public 
Housing, Spatial Development, Environment 
and Infrastructure, Claire Hooft Graafl and, as 
well as volunteer naturalist and educator Mark 
Yokoyama, joined in the workshops and added 
their input to the fruitful discussions. 

‘Research of the month’ :  Developing a Critical 
Tool for Conservationists

An interesting conclusion from the workshop on 
St. Maarten was the added value of the DCBD 
to aid not only in National Government interna-
tional reporting requirements, but also for Island 
Governments to demonstrate progress to inter-
national agreements, such as the United Nations’ 
Millennium Development Goals. Additionally, a 
recommendation from the workshop was to cre-
ate an aspect of the database that could record 
important environmental events such as a hy-
poxic turnover of ponds and oil spills. While there 
is certainly historical knowledge of these events, 
they are often independently documented and 
not analysed in correlation to biodiversity status. 
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In May 2013, Alterra developers Peter Verweij and Stephan Hennekens together with DCNA’s 
Project Offi  cer Nat Miller visited the data collectors and other interested parties on the islands 
of St. Maarten, Saba and St. Eustatius for a 10-day workshop. They presented the development 
progress of the Dutch Caribbean Biodiversity Database (DCBD), collected monitoring data and, 
most importantly, gained direct development recommendations from the data collectors to en-
sure the Database will meet their needs.

While the DCBD o� ers complete security for 
sensitive data, it also promotes the concept of 
“open data” for publically owned, non-sensitive 
data. Organising, storing and publicising na-
ture data creates greater public awareness for 
science, allows researchers to more easily build 
o�  each other’s work and gives decision-makers 
direct and immediate access to key tools. Past 
trends of researchers sitting on years and years 
of data in order to publish papers on their own 
schedules are shifting dramatically across the 
scienti� c community. Today, funders, govern-
ment, NGOs and researchers themselves are 
calling for new ways to make scienti� c research 
and data more available and useful. 

Jessica Berkel (STENAPA) and Peter Verweij discussing prototypes.
Photo credit: Nat Miller

Research of the Month

If you have suggestions 

for projects we could 

profi le as  ‘Research of 

the Month’  in BioNews, 

please let us know.
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DUTCH CARIBBEAN
BIODIVERSITY DATABASE monitoring      maps     resources

about   copyright   terms   disclaimer

resources

maps

maps
Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance
Safeguarding nature in the Dutch Caribbean

A central storage facility for long-term 
biodiversity monitoring data, providing a 
safe and secure storage and a user-friendly 
interface to input data and perform analyses. 
It facilitates international reporting and 
enhances nature management. 

Interactive maps containing up-to-date 
geographic nature data for the Dutch 
Caribbean. Monitoring data can be plotted 
over specific base maps, including vegetation, 
geological, soil, land use, protected areas and 
spatial zoning maps.

A central archive for research and monitoring 
reports, journal articles and other valuable 
documents concerning biodiversity in the 
Dutch Caribbean for all interested parties 
to easily access relevant biodiversity 
information.

monitoring data

login

On Saba, the team discussed the DCBD develop-
ment with Saba Conservation Foundation (SCF) 
staff  Kai Wulf, Johan Schaeff er and Brooke Rogers 
as well as visiting researcher Jennifer Rahn and 
Wageningen students Jelmer Pander and Sanne 
Koenen. Discussions proved to be valuable, con-
tributing to an evolved security and permissions 
concept for the database. Many data are sensi-
tive as they relate to resources at risk or to per-
sonalised information, such as the location of 
rare plants or the amount and type of fi sh being 
harvested by an individual fi sherman. This data 
needs the utmost security.  

Discussion on Saba also focused on the value of 
the resource section of the DCBD. Jennifer Rahn 
is currently undertaking a project to digitalise 
the wealth of reports and other information re-
sources in SCF’s archives. Placing this historical 
information in one central location will be of 
tremendous value for nature managers. Priority 
data examined on Saba included samples from 
fi sheries and conch monitoring, samples of in-
novative fi sh surveys using stereo baited remote 
video on the Saba Bank and camera trap moni-
toring of the breeding success and predation of 
threatened Red-billed Tropicbirds.

On St. Eustatius, there is certainly no lack of data 
or monitoring activity. After the initial presenta-
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The DCBD.nl homepage allows you to browse through monitoring data, maps and an extensive Dutch Caribbean resource database.
Photo credit: Robert Jan van Oosten

tion and discussion with STENAPA staff  Steve Pi-
ontek, Hannah Madden, Jessica Berkel, STENAPA 
interns Andrew Ellis, Seth Sykora-Bodie, Oliva 
Moudy, and visiting researchers Annelies Warn-
ing and Stijn Schep of WKICS, the team dove into 
several robust datasets.

STENAPA is undertaking monitoring to better 
understand the state and changes of their val-
ued natural resources both above and below 
the sea. The team spent two full days working 
with data from terrestrial bird counts, Red-billed 
Tropicbird nest monitoring, butterfl y transects, 
iguana surveys, sea turtle nest monitoring and 
in-water counts, Lionfi sh presence and control 
monitoring and marine mammal monitoring. 
“Paper Prototypes” were developed in order to 
provide Alterra’s developers with the informa-
tion necessary to design the data entry forms 
and output features for the Database.

Erik Boman, who works jointly with STENAPA and 
the St. Eustatius Department of LVV also joined 
the working group to examine fi sheries, conch 
and lobster data. The importance of standardis-
ing common monitoring programmes between 
Saba and St. Eustatius was discussed as essential 
in identifying regional trends.
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Commissioned by the Dutch Ministry of Eco-
nomic Affairs as part of the BO projects, the 
Dutch Caribbean Biodiversity Database (DCBD) 
is being developed to guarantee long-term data 
availability and access, support nature manage-
ment and facilitate treaties and convention re-
porting requirements. Targeted users are nation-
al and local governments and nongovernmental 
organisations.

The database contains monitoring data, GIS-
based, interactive maps and other types of rel-
evant resources. The monitoring data section 
provides data collectors with safe and secure 
storage and a user-interface to input data and 
perform analysis tailor-made per monitoring 
programme. The database currently hosts moni-
toring data on sea turtles, flamingo’s, terrestrial 
birds and butterflies. It is being extended with 
other species groups and data on habitats, envi-
ronmental conditions and pressures.

The maps section contains GIS-based, interac-
tive maps with the most accurate and up-to-
date geographic data available for Aruba, Bo-
naire, Curaçao, Saba, St. Eustatius, St. Maarten 
and the Saba Bank. Monitoring data can be pro-
jected on base maps, like vegetation, geology, 
soil, land use, protected areas and zoning plans. 
These base maps have been kindly provided by 
CARMABI, DCNA, IMARES, Alterra, Kadaster, Bu-
reau Vijn and many others.
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Societal and economic development and the eco-social system that humanity maintains and 
depends upon, relies heavily on environmental sustainability. Sustainable use of biodiversity 
and ecosystem services and understanding of impacts of spatial planning on both marine and 
terrestrial nature, are crucial elements to avoid comprising development. The Kingdom of the 
Netherlands has ratified international treaties and conventions and made regional agreements 
and national law for the protection of nature and biodiversity in the Dutch Caribbean.

The Dutch Caribbean Biodiversity Database
by Peter Verweij and Anne Schmidt (Alterra Wageningen-UR)

The repository for resources allows users to 
find and access valuable resources on various 
themes grouped by island and data type, in-
cluding journal articles, reports and monitor-
ing protocols. Over the years, a tremendous 
amount of research and monitoring has taken 
place throughout the Dutch Caribbean by par-
ties from Europe, North and Central America, the 
Caribbean region itself and even as far away as 
Australia. Most researchers have written reports 
and/or published articles on their findings, but 
often this information is scattered and difficult 
to find and access. This scattered information is 
being collected and made available via the cen-
tral resources archive of the DCBD.

The foundation of the DCBD was established in 
late 2010, when the demand for a central reposi-
tory for biodiversity information was recognised 
to facilitate monitoring assessment and data 
management, meet reporting obligations under 
ratified treaties, conventions and agreements 
and report on the status of ongoing monitoring 
in terms of organisational aspects. In close co-
operation with local NGOs, a prototype was de-
veloped and jointly, successively improved. The 
DCBD became publicly available in 2012 with 
the launch of an online user interface. During 
the last months Alterra, DCNA and IMARES have 
been working closely together on an updated 
version, which has just been released (www.
dcbd.nl). In the coming months additional data, 
resources and functionalities will become gradu-
ally available.

Already during development, the DCBD has 
been used to provide maps for several govern-
ment documents including the Nature Policy 
Plan for the Dutch Caribbean, and to deliver 
input for the national reporting under the Con-
vention on Biological Diversity (CBD). For the 
purpose of reporting, the monitoring data needs 
to be analysed and understood, in order to be 
explained and communicated. 

Monitoring programme prototypes.
Photo credit: Peter Verweij.

If you have research or 

monitoring data, the DCNA 

Secretariat can help you 

get it housed in the Dutch 

Caribbean Biodiversity 

Database (DCBD) and will 

work with you to develop 

a user-friendly process for 

data input as well as the 

production of any statistics, 

graphics, maps or reports 

you might need.
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Below you will fi nd an overview of the reports and publications on biodiversity-related subjects in the Dutch 
Caribbean that were published in June 2013. The listed publications can be downloaded via the Dutch Carib-
bean Biodiversity Database (www.dcbd.nl).

Augier, D. (2013)
Patrimoine marin caribéen et perspectives écotouristiques : vers un développement durable des petites 
îles? [Marine heritage in the Caribbean and ecotourism opportunities: Towards a sustainable development 
of small islands?] Études caribéennes - 29 | June 2013.

Baldwin, C.C.; Robertson, D.R. (2013)
A new Haptoclinus blenny (Teleostei, Labrisomidae) from deep reefs off  Curaçao, southern Caribbean, 
with comments on relationships of the genus. Zookeys (306): 71–81.

Biggs, B.C. (2013)
Harnessing Natural Recovery Processes to Improve Restoration Outcomes: An Experimental Assessment of 
Sponge-Mediated Coral Reef Restoration. PLoS ONE 8(6): e64945. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0064945

Debrot, A.O.; Boman, E.B.; Madden, H. (2013)
The Lesser Antillean Iguana on St. Eustatius: A 2012 Population Status Update and Cause for Concern. IRCF 
Reptiles and Amphibians 20(2):44-52.

Reports and Publications

Below you will fi nd an overview of the research work, taking place in the Dutch Caribbean in June 2013. 

Category Subject Islands Organisation: Project leader

Birds Study on possible active nest sites of Yellow-shouldered Amazon Parrot BON Echo: Sam Williams

Birds Social study into the roots of negative attitudes towards parrots BON Echo: Sam Williams
ICL: Caroline Ward

Birds GPS study on movements of released ex-pet Yellow-shouldered 
Amazon Parrots in relation to mango tree fruiting BON Echo: Sam Williams

Birds Radio telemetry study determining home range size and location in 
non-breeding Yellow-shouldered Amazon Parrots BON Echo: Sam Williams

Birds Observational study into food choices of the Yellow-shouldered 
Amazon Parrot BON Echo: Sam Williams

Corals Mapping the reefs around Saba using GPS and sonar SAB Jennifer Rahn

Sponges Sponges of the deeper reefs of Bonaire BON IMARES: Lisa Becking & Erik 
Meesters

Plants Study of grazing eff ects on plant abundance, 
composition and density by exclusion of goats EUX STENAPA: Steve Piontek

Plants Phenology study of Yellow-shouldered Amazon Parrot
food resource tree species BON Echo: Sam Williams

Plants Human impact study on seagrass distribution in Sorobon, Lac Bay BON STCB: Mabel Nava
HHDB: René Vissia

Invasives Lionfi sh stomach content study (continuation of 2011 study) BON CIEE: Fadilah Ali

Environmental Water quality study of Curaçaoan coastal waters CUR CARMABI: Mark Vermeij
LU: Tim Jonkers

Socio-economic TEEB (The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity)
study for Saba and St. Eustatius SAB, EUX VU: Pieter van Beukering

WKICS: Esther Wolfs

Don’t see your research on this list? Email us: research@DCNAnature.org

Research Overview
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Conservation 
Organisations of
the  Dutch Caribbean

Aruba
Fundacion Parke
Nacional Arikok
tel: +297-585-1234
www.arubanationalpark.org

Bonaire
STINAPA Bonaire
tel: +599-717-8444
www.stinapa.org

Bonaire
STCB
tel: +599-717-2225
www.bonaireturtles.org

Bonaire
Echo
tel. +599-701-1188
www.echobonaire.org

Curaçao
CARMABI
tel: +599-9-462-4242
www.carmabi.org
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Lac Bay, Bonaire, is well known for its unique 
habitats that contain seagrass beds across the 
entire shallow bay and dense mangrove for-
ests further inland. The seagrass beds form a 
vital part of the ecosystem of Lac Bay, serv-
ing as foraging ground for sea turtles, conch 
and other animals, nursery ground for various 
fi sh species, and beach protection as a ‘sedi-
ment sink’, keeping sand in place. They even 
help with the reduction of greenhouse gases, 
something that is often failed to mention.

For the Queen Conch (Lobatus gigas), one of 
Bonaire’s fl agship conservation species, the sea-
grass beds of Lac Bay form their most important 
food source. The conch do not eat the actual 
leaves of the seagrass, but the epiphytes grow-
ing on it and the dead organic material. There 
is a direct correlation between the biomass of 
the Turtle Grass (Thalassia testudinum) and the 
abundance of the Queen Conch.

As early as 1969, Wagenaar Hummelinck and 
Roos mention the occurrence of four native spe-
cies of seagrass in Lac Bay: Thalassia testudinum, 
Syringodium fi liforme, Diplanthera wrightii (actual 
name: Halodule wrightii) and Ruppia maritima. 
Their study brought forth a rough distribution 

map. Moorsel and Meijer performed a baseline 
study of Lac in 1993 and found that H. wrightii 
was no longer present. However, monitoring ef-
forts for STINAPA Bonaire by Cindy Lott in 1999, 
and also by Sabine Engel in 2007, showed that 
this was not the case and H. wrightii has not 
gone extinct within the confounds of the shal-
low water bay.

Under the banner of the Conch Restoration Proj-
ect, seagrass monitoring in Lac Bay was contin-
ued in 2010, and immediately the presence of 
a new species, Halophila stipulacea, was noted. 
This invasive alien species originates from the 
Red Sea and Persian Gulf, and was fi rst discov-
ered in the Caribbean region in 2003 near Grena-
da. From that moment it has rapidly expanded 
its distribution and is now found throughout the 
entire Caribbean region.

Every new introduction of an invasive alien 
species warrants close monitoring, and in this 
case, given the local importance of the Queen 
Conch, even more so. Questions are raised as to 
what this new invasive species will mean for Lac 
Bay and Bonaire as a whole. Will sea turtles and 
conch forage on its beds, and will it eventually 
outcompete the other seagrasses?

Invasive Seagrass in Lac, Bonaire  
by Sabine Engel

Invasive seagrass
Photo credit: Keith Wilson
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Conservation 
Organisations of 
the  Dutch Caribbean

Curaçao
Stichting Uniek Curaçao
tel: +599-9-462-8989 / 6632
www.uniekcuracao.org

Saba
Saba Conservation Foundation
tel: +599-416-3295
www.sabapark.org

St. Eustatius
STENAPA
tel: +599-318-2884
www.statiapark.org

St. Maarten
Nature Foundation 
tel: +721-544-4267
www.naturefoundationsxm.org

St. Maarten
Emilio Wilson Estate FDN
tel: +1-721-524-1516
www.sxmconservation-
foundations.org/ewef

SA
BA CONSERVATIO

N

FOUNDATION
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Monitoring eff orts estimated the cover of the 
fi ve species of seagrass by counting their pres-
ence in 46 permanent quadrats evenly spread 
over the entire area of Lac Bay. The initial survey 
in 2010 showed a mean cover of H. stipulacea at 
almost 6% and the latest survey in 2013 showed 
a dramatic increase to over 14%, which coincid-
ed with a general decrease of all native seagrass 
species. R. maritima prefers more hypersaline 
waters, so it is only found at the outer borders 
of Lac Bay, an area not covered in both surveys.

Literature shows that one of the reasons H. stipu-
lacea manages to take over new territory so fast 
is anchoring, however, this cannot be the case in 
Lac Bay, where anchoring is forbidden. Lac Bay is 
not the only place on Bonaire where the invasive 
seagrass is observed. It has also been found in 
Lagoen and at the entrance of Pekelmeer, which 
is a restricted Ramsar site, so anchoring here is 
out of the question, and right outside Lac on 
the reef at a depth of 10 metres. So far it has not 
been reported off  the west coast of Bonaire.

During the surveys there was a lot of fl oating 
plant debris found in the water column, such as 
algae and (parts of ) several seagrass species. The 
diff erence between the fl oating material of H. 

stipulacea and the native species is that where 
the other species mostly show detached leaves, 
parts of the leaves or rhizomes (i.e. the connect-
ing subterranean roots), the invasive H. stipula-
cea shows complete plants with leaves, stems 
and rhizomes all attached. 

Although the Conch Restoration Project is com-
ing to an end, the interest in and concern for H. 
stipulacea will not. Monitoring eff orts will con-
tinue with the support of STINAPA, starting with 
Tineke van Bussel, intern at the Sea Turtle Con-
servation Bonaire, who will be looking into sea-
grass productivity and competition in Lac Bay.

Expansion of invasive seagrass Halophila stipulacea from 2011 (left) to 2013 (right). Relative size of red dots represents abundance.
Photo credit: Google Earth Pro - DigitalGlobe
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Government offi  cials, personnel and nature 
managers recently attended a maritime 
incident response and crisis management 
workshop on St. Maarten organised by 
Rijkswaterstaat, the executive branch of 
the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the 
Environment. 

This workshop is part of a larger project, set up 
by RWS, consisting of workshops focusing on 
education, instruction and the practical side of 
maritime incident response.

Among the attendees were the Lt. Governors 
of Bonaire, Saba and St. Eustatius, the Rijks-
vertegenwoordiger, the island secretaries, the 
Ministry’s liaison, the coastguard, the ship- 
ping inspectors, the marine park managers, 
the harbour masters and the regional com-
mander of the fi re department of the Carib-
bean Netherlands.

This particular workshop focused on the ad-
ministrative side of maritime incident response. 
At the strategic level, the Lt. Governors of each 
island direct maritime incident response. The 
decision-making happens in close mutual co- 
operation and with other involved parties. A 
good joint cooperation is crucial here. For this 
to be successful, all parties involved have to be 
aware of their own and each other’s roles and 
responsibilities.

The objectives of the workshop were fourfold:
• make the local and regional authorities ac-

quainted with their roles, duties and respon-

Maritime Incident Response Training on St. Maarten 
by Rijkswaterstaat Zee en Delta

sibilities based on the existing agreements 
and in line with the Maritime Emergency Re-
sponse Plan for the Caribbean Netherlands, 

• map out the crisis management network 
and the agreements concerning cooperation 
and  coordination, 

• provide insight in the process of crisis man-
agement and the relationships and coopera-
tion with other partners, 

• share experiences concerning communica-
tion, recovery of costs and achieving an un- 
ambiguous approach to maritime incident 
response.

The workshop involved several presentations 
and the rehearsal of a disaster scenario of a ‘col-
lision of two ships resulting in oil spills’ to make 
the participants confi dent with their own roles, 
duties and responsibilities and with the Mari-
time Disaster Plan Dutch Caribbean in dealing 
with an emergency situation.

The marine parks and the harbour masters will 
be trained  in the near future to increase their 
knowledge about and experience in judging 
and evaluating oil spills. The Coast Guard will 
also receive training in aerial surveillance and 
the monitoring of oil spills.

As a follow up to this workshop, real exercises 
will be held on each island in November 2013, 
whereby the attending incident response 
teams and authorities of each island will re-
ceive instruction in their own setting and en-
vironment. 

Current buster deployment in the fi eld.
Photo credit:  Bastiaan Janssens
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List of Acronyms

ARU Aruba

BON Bonaire

CUR Curaçao

BON Bonaire

SAB Saba

EUX St. Eustatius (Statia)

SXM St. Maarten

CARMABI Caribbean Research and Management of Biodiversity Foundation

CIEE Council on International Educational Exchange

CRFM Caribbean Regional Fisheries Mechanism

DCBD Dutch Caribbean Biodiversity Database

DCNA Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance

DOC Dissolved Organic Carbon

DRO Directorate of Spatial Planning and Development, Bonaire

EPIC Environmental Protection In Caribbean

EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone

FPNA Fundacion Parke Nacional Arikok

HHDB HAS Hogeschool Den Bosch, the Netherlands

ICL Imperial College, London, United Kingdom

IMARES Institute for Marine Resources and Ecosystem Studies

IUCN International Union for the Conservation of Nature

IVIC Venezuelan Institute for Scientifi c Research

LU Leiden University, the Netherlands

LVV Department of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries

Min EZ Ministry of Economic Aff airs

NIOZ Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research, The Netherlands

NWO Netherlands Institute for Scientifi c Research

SCF Saba Conservation Foundation

SDSU San Diego State University, USA

SLAC Simpson Bay Lagoon Authority, St. Maarten

STCB Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire

STENAPA St. Eustatius National Parks

STINAPA Stichting Nationale Parken Bonaire

TEEB The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity

UoQ University of Queensland, Australia

UPR University of Puerto Rico

UvA University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands

VU Amsterdam University, the Netherlands

WKICS WolfsKater International Consultancy Services B.V.

WUR Wageningen University and Research Center, the Netherlands
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DCNA Contact Information

Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance | Kaya Finlandia 10a | Kralendijk, Bonaire | Dutch Caribbean
+599-717-5010  |  info@DCNAnature.org  |  www.DCNAnature.org  |  www.DCNA .nl

DCNA’s activities are generously supported by the Dutch National
Postcode Lottery and the Ministry of the Interior.
This initiative is funded by the Ministry of Economic Aff airs.

July
5 Meeting

Information meeting on fi rst NWO “call for proposals” for Caribbean Research programme – Naturalis 

Biodiversity Center, Leiden, the Netherlands

8 - 12 Congress Eighth International Congress on Marine Protected Areas - Cuba

20 - 30 Staff Exchange Bonaire National Marine Park Rangers to Saba National Marine Park for mooring installations

27 - 31 Meeting
Regional meeting of the Society for the Conservation and Study of Caribbean Birds (SCSCB) - St. George’s 

University, Grenada

August
30 – 31 Workshop Maritime Incident Response operational workshop (e.g. ‘current-buster’ use) – organised by 

Rijkswaterstaat Zee & Delta - Bonaire

October
TBA Meeting EEZ Committee meeting

2 - 4 Meeting 19th DCNA Board Meeting on Bonaire

14 - 17 Meeting 28th General meeting of the International Coral Reef Initiative (ICRI) - Belize City, Belize

14 - 18 Workshop Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network (GCRMN) Caribbean workshop - Belize

14 - 18 Meeting
Convention of Biological Diversity (CBD) Subsidiary Body on Scientifi c, Technical and Technological Advice 

(SBSTTA) meeting - Montreal, Canada

19 - 26 Fieldwork Saba Bank monitoring (corals, fi sh, genetics, nutrients and DOC studies) – Erik Meesters (IMARES)

21 - 25 Congress Third International Marine Protected Areas Congress (IMPAC3) - organised by IUCN - Marseille, France

November
TBA Fieldwork Marine mammal survey for Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao - Meike Scheidat & Steve Geelhoed, IMARES

4 - 8 Meeting 66th Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute (GCFI) meeting - Corpus Christi, TX, USA

7 Workshop
Maritime Incident Response strategic workshop – organised by Rijkswaterstaat Zee & Delta - Saba/

St. Eustatius

10 - 21 Fieldwork Coral reef monitoring on Curaçao and Bonaire– Erik Meesters, Rolf Bak and Maggy Nugues

28 - 29 Workshop
Marine Protected Areas and Climate Change - organised by IUCN EU Oversees Programme, SPAW-RAC and 

CaMPAM - St. Martin

December
3 – 5 Workshop Caribbean Iguana Conservation Workshop: Exploring a Region-Wide Approach to Recovery - San 

Juan, Puerto Rico

Calendar
BioNews provides an update on upcoming nature conservation and management-related events. If you 

have any more events to add to this calendar, please contact us and we will include them in the next issue.

If you do not wish to receive future issues of BioNews, or if you have suggestions of colleagues you 
would like us to add to our mailing list, please contact us at research@DCNAnature.org


